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tional policewomen in Oxford and Abingdon. As a result of recent
transfers there is now a woman sergeant of police attached to the
Oxfordshire county head-quarters who will be in a position to render
•valuable help to divisions where the services of a policewoman are
only occasionally required.1
Mention may be made here of the small body of university police
who assist the proctors in maintaining order among junior members
of the university in public pkces. They are commonly known as
'bullers' (viz. bulldogs) and are under the immediate direction of the
marshal, who is a permanent university official. Their duties consist
in accompanying the proctors on their evening perambulations
through the streets and on other occasions as necessary. When a
member of the university in statu pupillari (i.e. one not yet a Master
of Arts) is perceived committing an offence against a university
statute or regulation he is brought by the 'butters' to the proctor on
duty, who challenges his identity in the formula—€Are you a member
of this University?* and if the answer be in the affirmative: 'Your
name and College, Sir ?'; this procedure will be invalid if the proctor
does not at the same time raise his academic cap. If of the university,
the culprit will be summoned to appear before the proctor's court on
a subsequent morning at 9.30 a.m. A legend that the bullers are
ex-prize-fighters with a remarkable turn of speed is of use in causing
undergraduates to 'come quietly'. They have no especial uniform,
unless a bowler hat may be so considered.
The proctors are two in number, elected annually in pairs, one
each from successive pairs of colleges. They must have been Masters
of Arts for more than four but less than sixteen years; they appoint
two deputies apiece. It may be noted that their authority does not
extend inside die individual colleges, and that there is a tradition
that the steps of the Queen's College and the enclosure in front of
St. John's College are sanctuaries. In addition to their disciplinary
duties the proctors also pky an important part in the administration
of the university (as they are ex-officio members of every university
committee). They also have the right to sit at the judge's right hand
in the assize court, an ancient privilege which they still exercise
whenever possible.
Probation.
The system of probation is the most important instrument at the
disposal of the courts of justice for the treatment of criminal offenders
for whom punishment is for any reason deemed unsuitable. It is not
1 There is also a policewoman at Chipping Norton.

